
Dear Mrs. Aguilar,

On behalf of the Harvard Graduate School of Design Office for Urbanization, we are pleased to invite you to join Landscape 
as Urbanism in the Americas in Buenos Aires, Argentina Among the projects we are currently pursuing at the Office is a 
study of the role of landscape in practices of contemporary urbanization across Latin America. You can find more about the 
Office for Urbanization and this initiative at our website: landscapeasurbanismamericas.net

With the objective of conveying a series of emerging talents and insightful projects, we hope you can join us as a speaker 
for the next issue of the symposium, scheduled for Monday May 28th 2018, from 2:00 pm – 8:00 pm, in the auditorium of 
Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires, MALBA. Given the involvement of your practice in the fields of landscape 
and urbanism, we want to invite you to present one project that makes use of landscape as medium for urban form. If you are 
able to participate or have any questions do not hesitate to contact Pedro Aparicio at aparicio@harvard.edu.

Sincerely,
Pedro Aparicio Llorente
Co-Organizer - Landscape as Urbanism in the Americas 

Over the past two decades landscape has been claimed as model and medium for the
contemporary city. During this time a range of alternative architectural and urban practices have
emerged across Latin America. Many of these practices explore the ecological and territorial
implications for the urban project. The emergence of these practices has coincided with societal
and political transformations in many countries across the region. Landscape as Urbanism in the
Americas convenes a series of discussions on the potentials for landscape as a medium of urban
intervention in the specific social, cultural, economic, and ecological contexts of Latin American
cities.
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